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This invention relates to an interior lightir'rg are curved inwardly and downwardly on a para 
?xture and has for its principal object the pro-_ bolic arc to a relatively sharp elongated apex. 
vision of a ?xture which will employ and dis- A supporting bar l3 extends outwardly from 
tribute all of the light emitted from the modern each extremity of the apex of the canopy to 

5 ?uorescent tubes, support an open irame l4 corresponding in con- 5 
Fluorescent tubes for lighting purposes are ' tour to the contour of the canopy ID. The frame 

opaque, that is, light cannot pass through the M is formed With a lower stiffening ?ange 23. 
tubes and if placed in the ordinary lighting ?x- The end members of the frame it each carry a 
ture, they act to shadow or obstruct the light Series Of insulating tube terminal receptacles l5 

19 being re?ected has]; from the rear of the tube, for supporting the extremities of a parallel series 10‘ 
For this reason, the usual re?ector 0r ?xture is Of ?uorescenttubes is. The receptacles l5 rest 
not eiiicient with ?uorescent tube lighting. upon the ?ange 23. The terminals of the 
The principal object of this invention is to ?uorescent tubes, indicated at", extend into the 

provide a ?xture which will utilize the light from -' canopy ill to a. suitable tube transformer l8. 
all sides of each tube for e?icient illumination The transformer in turn is connected to the 15 
and which will re?ect, de?ect and’ di?use the regular lighting circuit as indicated at l9. 
light in directions which will uniformly illumi- Any desired even number of tubes may be em 
nate a room from the ceiling to the ?oor. Pleyed depending upon the brilliancy desired 
Another object of the invention is to provide An even number is desirable 80 that an equal 

90 a lighting ?xture in which ?uorescent tubes of number of tubes will be. positioned on each side to 
‘ di?‘erent colors may be used in the same ?xture of the canopy In. As illustrated, four tubes are 
and if desired controlled independently so as to used, two 011 each Side Of the 081101)? 
mix the colors to produce a light of any desired » Extending‘ outwardly and downwardly from 
color for use in clothing ?tting rooms, etc., where the ?ange 23 at each side of the frame are a 
color matching is important, series of hooked bracket members 29 which 25 
A _further object is to accomplish the above Support a.sheet of translucent glass 2!, such as 

in a ?xture which will be neat, ornamental and frosted glass 01‘ White ?ash glass. below the tubes. 
modernistic in appearance, easy to manufacture Theglass sheet 2I acts to diffuse and Spread the 
and install and easy to service after installation. light rays projected downwardly from the lower ' 
other objects and advantages reside in the de- half of the tube is and the curved sides of the 30 

tall construction of the invention, which is de- canopy l9 act to Project light rays from the 11P 
signed for simplicity, economy, and e?lciency. per half of the tubes at di?using angles, 3-5 indi 
These will become more apparent from‘ the fol- Gated at “A”, 50 that the ceiling and Side walls 
lowing description of the room will be lighted from the re?ected 
In the following detailed description of the light of the oanopy- ~ 86 

invention reference is had to thckaccompanying It is preferred to have the tubes E6 of di?'erent 
drawing which fglms a, pan‘; here°f_ Like hum- ' colors, for instance, two of the tubes red and 
erals refer to like parts in 8,11 views of the draw. the remaining tubes green or blue so that when 
ing and throughout the description all tubes are on a mixture of light will be pro- _ 
In the drawing; duced closely resembling white sun light. If ' 
Fig. 1 is a perspective View of the improved desired, each set of colored tubes may be con 

?xture as it would appear in place trolled by a separate switch 26 so that either or 
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section therethrough both colors may be obtained as desired’ These 

taken on the 1m 8 2_2, Fig L switches may be controlled by means of suitable 

*5 pull chains 22. While a speci?c form of the improvement has 
. been described and illust h - Fig. 4 is an enlarged detail section through sired to be understmd ?iaéieiheegzigg iglisydge 

one of the tube receptacles, taken on the line varied, within the scope of the appended claims 
4-8 Fig.‘ 3. . . . 

50 : without de arta from th 1 _ 50 The invention comprises a hollow elongated tiom p ng e Sp rit of the inven ' ' 

vinverted canopy Structure 111 adapted to be 88- I-llaving thus described the ‘invention, what is 
cured to the ceiling of a room by means of a claimed and desired secured by Letters Fatent‘ 
?xture stud H ‘extending from the usual 0011- is: , p ' 1 ' 

L; duit box ?tting 12. All sides of the canopy l0 1. A lighting ?xture comprising: an elongated 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged 'cross section taken on 
the line 3—3, Fig. 2. 



2 
canopy; eurvated sides on said canopy extending 
inwardly and downwardly to an‘ elongated apex; 
supporting members extending outwardly from 
said apex; an open frame supported by said sup 
porting members below said canopy; a lower stif 
fening ?ange formed on said open frame; a series 
of tube terminal receptacles carried by the end 
members of said frame; a series of parallel, 
?uorescent\tubes supported by their extremities 
in said receptacles; a series of hooked bracket 
members extending outwardly and downwardly 
from said frame; and an elongated glass plate 
supported by said latter members below said ' 

tubes. ‘ r 
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2. A lighting ?xture comprising: an elongated 

‘canopy; curvated sides on said canopy extending 
inwardly and downwardly to an elongated apex; 
supporting members extending outwardly from 

- said apex; an open frame supported by said sup 
porting member below said canopy; a series of 
parallel, equal-length ?uorescent tubes in said . 
frame; a horizontal, translucent glass plate; 
means for supporting said'plate below said tubes, 
said tubes differing in color; means for con 
trolling the tubes of different colors independ 
ently; and a ?xture stud for securing said canopy 
to the ceiling of a room, 
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